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Nevada State Specific  
Professional Land Surveyor 
Exam
Following conditional approval for licensure, per Nevada  
Administrative Code 625.310 (4), the applicant is complete a  
2-hour open-book examination on the laws of this State and the 
procedures for the practice of land surveying in Nevada. A  
professional land surveying applicant taking this exam will have 
already passed two different national land surveying exams prior to 
this exam. This exam will not focus on mathematical computations, 
except for those relevant in the Public Land Survey System (PLSS) 
questions. The exam is intended to prepare and evaluate a  
professional land surveying applicant in the practice of surveying  
in Nevada.

The exam is multiple choice format and the total number of  
questions in the exam is 55. A minimum passing grade of 70% is  
required. Exam results are typically available 2-3 days after the exam 
via an email notification.

The exam is proctored virtually over webcam from Reno and is available Monday – Friday (non-holiday) 
at 10am PST/PDT. 

For information, contact board@boe.state.nv.us or 775.688.1231
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Specifications

Nevada State Specific Professional  
Land Surveyor Exam Specifications
Number of Questions Category

 • 15-20 Standards of Practice & Licensing

 • 15-20 Public Lands Survey System

 • 10-15 Subdivision Law

 • 5-10 Mining Law

 • 2-5 Common Interest Communities

 • 2-5 Water Rights & Water Law

 • 2-5 Nevada State Boundary

 • 2-5 Nevada State Coordinate System

 • 55 Total Exam Questions
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Specifications

Primary references 
Links to the statutes and administrative code can be found on the Nevada Board’s 
website nvbpels.org under the Statutes & Regulations heading.

•

 • Standards of Practice & Licensing

Quoted from NRS 625.005 “The Purpose of this chapter is to safeguard life, health and property and to 
promote the public welfare by providing for the licensure of qualified and competent professional engi-
neers and land surveyors.” 

https://nvbpels.org
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Specifications

Primary reference 
The primary reference is the Bureau of Land Management – 2009 Manual of 
Surveying Instruction. A PDF copy of the manual can be sourced by searching 
the blm.gov website.

 Secondary reference

A secondary reference is The Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 
– As Amended, which can be downloaded from the Laws and Regulations section 
of blm.gov website. 

•

 • Public Lands Survey System

A complete understanding of the Public Lands Survey System is extremely important in Nevada.   
Having knowledge of the subdivision of standard and fractional sections, how to survey against a  
Township Line or Range Line, how to deal with meander corners and closing corners and knowing the 
significance of which Manual of Survey Instruction is being retraced, are all important to know  
thoroughly. 

https://www.blm.gov/az/surveys/Library/2009%20Manual%20of%20Surveying%20Instructions.pdf
https://www.blm.gov/sites/blm.gov/files/AboutUs_LawsandRegs_FLPMA.pdf
https://www.blm.gov/az/surveys/Library/2009%20Manual%20of%20Surveying%20Instructions.pdf
https://www.blm.gov/sites/blm.gov/files/AboutUs_LawsandRegs_FLPMA.pdf
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Specifications

Primary reference 
The primary is reference is Nevada Revised Statutes Chapter 278 – Planning 
and Zoning. A link to NRS 278  can be found at the Nevada Legislature website 
leg.state.nv.us by searching the Law Library – Nevada Revised Statutes section.

•

 • Subdivision Law

Since a map is commonly considered the graphic result of a field survey, NRS 278 is of paramount  
importance.  The various types of recorded maps are thoroughly detailed, along with necessary  
components thereof.  The subdividing of parcels of land necessitates the creation, approval, and  
recordation of a map for ownership transfers to occur.  This means a solid, complete comprehension  
of this chapter is essential. 

https://leg.state.nv.us
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Specifications

Primary references 
The primary references for mining law are Nevada Revised Statutes Chapter 
517 - Mining Claims, Mill Sites and Tunnel Rights, Nevada Administrative 
Code Chapter 517 – Mining Claims. Links to the statutes and administrative 
code can be found at the Nevada Legislature website leg.state.nv.us by searching 
the Law Library Revised Statutes and Administrative Code sections.

An additional reference of interest is Mining Claim Procedures for Nevada Pros-
pectors and Miners –Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology, Sixth Edition. 
This publication can be downloaded from the board website or from the Nevada 
Bureau of Mines and Geology nbmg.unr.edu website by searching the Special 
Publications section (the download is free).

Reproduced here with the generous permission of Nevada Bureau of Mines and 
Geology. 

Papke, K.G. Davis, D.A., Ross, C., Pedersen, R., Micander, R., and Robison, N., 2019, 
Mining claim procedures for prospectors and miners (sixth edition): Nevada Bureau 
of Mines and Geology Special Publication 6, 71 p. 

Click the thumbnail image to the right to access the file.

•

 • Mining Law

Land surveying activities related to mining claims will most likely be some type of location survey.  
Whether locating a new mining claim or retracing older mining claims, a land surveyor in Nevada should 
be familiar with where the mining claim information is kept and the different options available to gather 
all data to assist with an accurate survey.  The rights for a mining claim could come from local customs 
or rules in a particular mining district, the Mining Act of 1866, the Mining Act of 1872 or a  
variety of other sources. 

https://nvbpels.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/NevadaMiningClaimProceduresNBMG2019-1.pdf
https://pubs.nbmg.unr.edu/Mining-claim-procedures-for-NV-p/sp006.htm
https://nvbpels.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/NevadaMiningClaimProceduresNBMG2019-1.pdf
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Specifications

Primary references 
The primary references are Nevada Revised Statutes Chapter 116 -  
Common-Interest Ownership and Nevada Revised Statutes Chapter 116B 
– Condominium Hotel Act. Links to the statutes can be found at the Nevada 
Legislature website leg.state.nv.us by searching the Law Library Revised Statutes 
section.

•

 • Common Interest Communities

Details common-interest communities, to better understand the components.  In its most basic form, 
the differences and similarities between unit ownership and allocated interests, such as common 
elements, must be understood.  The significance of governing documents, and an understanding of the 
various types of communities, must be clear regarding the survey and mapping exercises.  Additionally, 
an understanding of NRS 116B is necessary to be competent in the surveying and mapping of  
condominium hotels. 

https://leg.state.nv.us
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Specifications

Primary references 
The primary reference for this category is Nevada Revised Statute Chapter 533 
- Adjudication Of Vested Water Rights. A link to the statute can be found at the 
Nevada Legislature website leg.state.nv.us by searching the Law Library Revised 
Statutes sections.

•

 • Water Rights & Water Law

Water is a precious resource in Nevada. Understanding the eligibility and processes of water surveying is 
important.

https://leg.state.nv.us
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Specifications

Primary references 
The references for this section are the articles The Colorful History of the  
California/Nevada State Boundary (part 1 and part 2), by John P Wilusz, PE/
PLS about the history of the boundary line between the two states.

An additional reference of interest is the Opinion of the Court from the 1980 
California v Nevada Supreme Court Case.

Articles are reproduced with the generous permission of the author and  
publisher. Click the thumbnail images to the right to access the files.

•

 • Nevada State Boundary

A good understanding of the overall Nevada State boundary with an emphasis on the history and  
monumentation on the Nevada/California boundary.

The Colorful History
of the California/Nevada
State Boundary

he California/Nevada state boundary has a history as in-
teresting and colorful as the states it separates. The bound-

ary line, described in 1849 by men who had little experience
with such things, was subject to many years of doubt, dis-
agreement, and confusion. Its location on the ground has been
questioned right up to the present age. This article is an intro-
duction to the story behind one of the most surveyed bound-
aries in the United States.

The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo 
As a result of the Mexican-American War, the United States

acquired a huge area known to the Mexicans as Upper Califor-
nia. It included land south of the Oregon Territory, west of the
Rocky Mountains, and north of the newly established border be-
tween the United States and Mexico. The Treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo, signed in 1848, was generous to the victors. As if this
were not enough, insult soon followed injury for the Mexicans.
Shortly after the treaty was signed, word spread of the first gold
strikes on the American River. By the spring of 1849, all the
world had heard of California and became intoxicated by the
dream of instant riches. The discovery of gold caused such phe-
nomenal growth that in the fall of 1849, California was already
preparing to enter the Union as a state. 

The Constitutional Convention of 1849
In October of 1849 a Constitutional Convention assembled in

Monterey, former capital of the Mexican government. Forty-eight
delegates met at Colton Hall to debate their visions of California.
They were a diverse mix including Californios, American settlers,
and miners. They were young, mostly ranging in age from 25 to
53. Some were fluent only in Spanish. One of many pressing is-
sues on their agenda was to propose state boundaries to be sub-
mitted to Congress. For several days the delegates could not
agree on where to establish the easterly state line. Some sought
to include all of Upper California as the Mexicans knew it. This
would have put the Great Basin and portions of present day
Utah and Arizona in California. Others argued that it made more
sense geographically and politically to run the line along the
Sierra Nevada Mountains.

Some historians speculate that those advocating the larger
area were hoping for an eventual subdivision creating a new
state to the south which would allow slavery. Although near-
ly all delegates wished California to be a free state, their rea-
sons were as diverse as their backgrounds: some were moral-
ly opposed to slavery, some were miners who didn’t want
competition from slaves, and some were politicians who real-
ized the U.S. Congress was unlikely to admit another slave
state into the Union.

There were several compelling reasons to adopt the smaller
proposition. For starters, a state the size of Upper California

would be nearly impossible to manage. Some delegates argued
that including the Mormons, who had settled near the Great Salt
Lake several years earlier, would be a mistake because they
were not represented at the Convention. Furthermore, some del-
egates didn’t like the idea that such an enormous state would
have no more representation in the Senate than Delaware. They
reasoned that allowing Upper California to develop into many
states would eventually lead to more political clout for the West.

Boundaries Described
Ultimately the delegates agreed that drawing the line in the

Sierra Nevada Mountains was the most practical solution. On
October 11, 1849, James M. Jones, the youngest member of the
Convention, offered the following land description. It was
adopted and incorporated into the Constitution of 1849 and
went on to define the boundaries of the 31st State: The bound-
ary of the State of California shall be as follows: Commencing at
the point of intersection of 42nd degree of north latitude with
the 120th degree of longitude west from Greenwich, and run-
ning south on the line of said 120th degree of west longitude un-
til it intersects the 39th degree of north latitude; thence running
in a straight line in a southeasterly direction to the River Col-
orado, at a point where it intersects the 35th degree of north lat-

John P. Wilusz, LS, PE

T

Part 1
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John P. Wilusz, LS, PE

n the spring of 1863, J.F. Houghton of
California and Butler Ives of Nevada

were appointed chief surveyors to solve
the ongoing California/Nevada bound-
ary disputes. They hired John F. Kidder
as Engineer in Charge of the field work,
who was to mark the boundary line from
a point on the 39th parallel near Lake

I

The California/Nevada
State Boundary

Part 2

Location of California-Nevada
Boundary, vicinity of Lake Tahoe.

Bigler, north to the southern boundary of
Oregon, and then southeasterly to a point
where the 35th parallel crossed the Col-
orado River. Safety was an ever-present
concern as the surveyors were required to
cross the lands of hostile Indian tribes
and overcome tremendous geographic
obstacles. For the sum of $25,000,

Houghton was expected to organize the
project, hire technical consultants to ci-
pher complex geodetic calculations, pur-
chase equipment and supplies, pay his
men’s wages, provide and maintain a
large train of pack animals, set cut stone
monuments, prepare maps in triplicate,
cover travel expenses, prepare reports,
and settle all incidentals. 

Kidder began the field work in late
May of 1863 and by late July the survey-
ors completed their work on the 120th
meridian and had returned to Lake
Tahoe to blaze the oblique line southeast-
erly to the Colorado River. Their efforts
were halted when they met up with Indi-
ans celebrating a seasonal festival. The
crew turned back to wait out the festival,
and on the night of October 29th, while
camped between Adobe Meadows and
Aurora, a 36-hour blizzard began. Win-
ter arrived in the high country and end-
ed field work for the Houghton-Ives sur-
vey of 1863.

Snow wasn’t the only threat to the
Houghton-Ives survey because money
was running out at the same time that the
crew was shivering in camp. Most of the
$25,000 dollars appropriated for the job
was already spent and yet the work was
only half complete. The oblique line that
the field crew was forced to abandon near
Aurora was essentially a precisely-calcu-
lated random line. Had the survey been
completed as planned, Engineer in Charge
John Kidder would have continued this
line to its terminus as determined by Lt.
Joseph Ives in 1861. There, Kidder would
have measured the falling between his
line and Ives’ position. With this data he
would have returned along the oblique
line to Lake Tahoe, applying appropriate
corrections and resetting his monuments
along the way. The oblique line would
have then been marked from Lake Tahoe
to the 37th parallel of north latitude,
which until 1867 was Nevada’s southerly
boundary.

In his report to Governor Leland Stan-
ford, Surveyor General J.F. Houghton ac-

https://nvbpels.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/usrep447125.pdf
https://nvbpels.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/John-Wilusz-Ca-Nv-Border-Part-1.pdf
https://nvbpels.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/John-Wilusz-Ca-Nv-Border-Part-2.pdf
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Specifications

Primary reference 
The primary reference is Nevada Revised Statute Chapter 327 - Nevada  
Coordinate Syste; Geographic Names.  Links to the statutes can be found at the 
Nevada Legislature website leg.state.nv.us by searching the Law Library Revised 
Statutes.

•

 • Nevada State Coordinate Systems

Knowledge and understanding of the coordinate system used in the State of Nevada.

https://leg.state.nv.us
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Practice Exam

Practice Exam
To help you prepare for the two-hour open-book PLS exam, An online practice exam can be accessed at 
the link below.

https://nvbpels.org/apply/pls-practice-exam

The practice exam is only available online and  
includes answer feedback after it is completed.

•

https://nvbpels.org/apply/pls-practice-exam
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Nevada State Specific Professional Land  
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